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STARE: Spatio-Temporal Attention Relocation
for Multiple Structured Activities Detection

Kyuhwa Lee*, Dimitri Ognibene, Hyung Jin Chang*, Tae-Kyun Kim, Yiannis Demiris

Abstract—We present a Spatio-Temporal Attention Relo-
cation (STARE) method, an information-theoretic approach
for efficient detection of simultaneously occurring struc-
tured activities. Given multiple human activities in a scene,
our method dynamically focuses on the currently most
informative activity. Each activity can be detected without
complete observation, as the structure of sequential actions
plays an important role on making the system robust to
unattended observations. For such systems, the ability to
decide ‘where’ and ‘when’ to focus is crucial to achieving
high detection performances under resource bounded con-
dition. Our main contributions can be summarized as fol-
lows: (i) Information-theoretic dynamic attention relocation
framework that allows the detection of multiple activities
efficiently by exploiting the activity structure information.
(ii) A new high-resolution dataset of temporally-structured
concurrent activities. Our experiments on applications
show that the STARE method performs efficiently while
maintaining a reasonable level of accuracy.

Index Terms—Activity detection, visual attention, re-
source allocation, stochastic context-free grammars.

I. INTRODUCTION

Active vision [1] and visual attention [2] systems dy-
namically select parts of a visual input for efficient pro-
cessing, which have high importance when the amount
of visual input produces an excessive computational
load. Common techniques used are applying a region
of interest (ROI), camera view selection, and changing
the pan, tilt, zoom (PTZ) camera parameters. The active
vision systems have been gaining more interest in vision
community as their performances are comparable or even
surpass conventional passive vision systems [2]–[5].
These systems have been applied in a wide range of
areas such as surveillance [6], [7], object detection and
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tracking [8]–[10], object recognition [4], [5], [11], cam-
era view selection [6] and action recognition [12]–[15].

One of the main purposes of these methods is to
discard in a priori a part of the information using
one or more attention policies. This additional layer of
complexity can be, however, non-trivial to deal with if
a system has to process complex dynamic scenarios.
Thus, active vision systems have been mostly applied on
the recognition of isolated and temporally unstructured
actions [14]. We are instead interested in scenarios where
several independent, long structured activities can occur
in parallel. To deal with these scenarios, we develop a
dynamic attention relocation method which makes use
of the information acquired during the activity detec-
tion process, aiming to detect such activities with less
computational resources while maintaining comparable
detection performances.

State-of-the-art complex structured activity analysis
techniques [16] often utilize syntactic approaches [17],
[18]. We employ stochastic context-free grammars
(SCFG) [19], [20] to both represent and detect human
activities. SCFG-based methods have been primarily
used as activity recognizer instead of generator (e.g.
[19], [21]–[24]), which is not sufficient for our purpose.
Hence, we augment the conventional parser by exploit-
ing the structural information encoded in the SCFG to
predict the next successive actions while recognizing,
which will provide crucial information to the attention
relocation process.

In this paper, we present a spatio-temporal attention
relocation (STARE) method for efficient activity detec-
tion using the knowledge about long-term structured
activities. Although our system does not necessarily
aim to work in real time, we aim to detect multiple
activities efficiently with reasonable accuracy while not
committing a full observation. This is done by exploiting
the structural constraints of actions. An overview of our
system is illustrated in Figure 1.

Our approach is implemented in three layers: The low
layer extracts visual features from the attended area,
while the middle layer recognizes elementary human
actions. The high layer predicts the next successive ac-
tions given the current and previous action observations.
These predicted actions play a vital role for computing
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Fig. 1: Illustrative explanation of attention relocation by STARE method. The red boxes indicate where the system made an
observation at each sampling time to dynamically focus on the action that is expected to be the most informative. The color
bars on the background denote different activity classes. (Best shown in color.)

the following information-theoretic attention relocation
policies: a) Allocate resources on an area with the
highest activity detection confidence. b) Allocate more
resources on an area that is most likely to contain an
undetected activity. c) The combination of these two
policies for balanced approach. The main contributions
of our work can be summarized as follows:
1) Information-theoretic active attention relocation:
We present an attention relocation system suitable for
detecting concurrent activities under bounded computa-
tional resources by exploiting activity structures. This is
done through an SCFG-based action prediction, which
can predict the successive actions given the previous
observation actions by exploiting temporally structured
activity information. The predicted future actions provide
crucial information to our attention relocation system.
This method differs from the traditional use of SCFG
parsing, e.g. [19], [21], [24]–[27], where the parser is
used as a recognizer (classifiers). We use the parser
as a recognizer as well as generator to predict the
next possible actions and determine where to allocate
resources in the next time step.
2) New dataset of temporally structured concurrent
activities: We present a new activity dataset containing
6 different structured cooking activities with distractors
where multiple activities may occur concurrently. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first long-term
structured human activity dataset with multiple classes
in full-HD resolution (1080p).

Last but not least, it is also worth mentioning that
the principles of our model are inspired from the neu-
roscience field, such as the hierarchical representation

of actions ([25], [28]–[30]), the internal simulation of
future actions ([28]) and attention control ([31]–[36]).

II. RELATED WORKS

Attention relocation (control) systems have been
widely used to reduce the computational cost of visual
processing by focusing on more informative parts. As
explained in several recent reviews [2], [37], the current
studies focus mainly on approaches which are based on
spatially and temporally localized visual signals, which
are not sufficient to model the information requirements
of complex tasks in a dynamic context, such as activity
detection. As admitted in [2], such approaches put more
emphasis on predicting human fixations using local
and unstructured temporal information. To elaborate the
differences, we list some representative works in three
major categories related to our work.

1) Bottom-up attention relocation systems: Bottom-
up attention controllers, both bio-inspired approach [38]
and information-theoretic approach [39], make decisions
based on low-level visual features. Jiang et al. [8]
recently presented a visual-cue-based attentional region
detection in a static image, where [40] combines an
outdoor scene classification system based on ’gist’, com-
puted from multi-scale set of early-visual features, with a
saliency based attention mechanism. Denzler et al. [41]
studied dynamic attention selection for object tracking
using the uncertainty information acquired from Kalman
filter. Chang et al. [42] presented a dynamic bottom-up
attention control scheme for speeding up the background
subtraction process. They generated a dynamic attention
probability map by considering specifically designed at-
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tention properties of the application. Since these bottom-
up systems do not consider high-level structures, the
information they select does not necessarily contribute
to improve high-level tasks such as activity detection
and recognition.

2) Top-down attention relocation systems: Naval-
pakkam et al. [43] augment the bio-inspired model [38]
by adding a top-down component of visual attention,
which computes the gist of a scene to acquire the
prior distribution of a given object and select task-
related features to optimize static object detection. Vi-
jayanarasimhan and Kapoor [9] tackle an object detec-
tion problem which uses an approximated value of infor-
mation to prioritize more informative features among the
pool of features such as local descriptors, textures and
color histograms. The above mentioned methods depend
on static features, which is not optimal in dynamic
scenarios.

For dynamic top-down attention relocation, Sommer-
lade et al. [6] use mutual information maximization
technique to detect and track multiple targets based on
their motion, whereas our method is based on type of the
action being performed. Although [12] represents hu-
man actions using layered hidden Markov models, they
model only unstructured actions such as phone conversa-
tion or face-to-face conversation, whereas our approach
considers the detection of concurrently occurring tem-
porally structured activities. Ognibene et al. [14] model
a set of actions as a mixture of Kalman Filters and
compute the maximum information gain to select the
view of the camera between the human’s hand and the
expected positions of action target candidates. However,
this method differs from our approach since they rely
only on the object position and considers only a single,
unstructured action at time.

Finally, although there have been also efforts [44], [45]
to detect actions as early as possible without watching in
full, their models are more suited for detecting actions
rather than activities and cannot be used to predict future
actions which are crucial for our purpose.

3) Comparison of our dataset with previous
datasets: Existing benchmark datasets are not suitable
for our evaluation. Our requirements are: (1) multiple
human objects in a scene with independent activities
occurring in parallel; (2) multiple samples per activity
class; (3) temporally structured and long activities (at
least 60 seconds); (4) high resolution. We compare our
new dataset with the previous datasets using the above
criteria in Table I. A detailed description about the new
dataset will be given in Section IV-C.
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Fig. 2: Overview of the proposed STARE system

III. SPATIO-TEMPORAL ATTENTION RELOCATION
(STARE) FOR EFFICIENT ACTIVITY DETECTION

Our goal is to detect ongoing activities in scenarios
where several different activities may evolve simultane-
ously over time with different speeds while attending
(watching) only one of the candidate areas at a time. The
base idea of our approach is that past observed actions
and the temporal structure of activities are valuable
sources of information not only for detecting ongoing
activities but also for deciding where to attend among
candidate areas in the next time step.

We adopt a probabilistic generative model, Stochastic
Context-Free Grammars (SCFG), to represent the tem-
poral structure of activities and encode the observed
actions history. By efficiently interleaving the action
(observations) parsing and action prediction, in parallel
for each activity we can predict the next expected action
observation distribution using the activity structure and
past observations. Using this expected action observation
distributions we estimate the potential improvement of
the activity recognition achievable corresponding to the
different candidate areas to attend.

We implement and compare three information-
theoretic attention policies, each of which having dis-
tinctive properties suitable for different situations. Intu-
itively, they are: 1) always prefer to watch an area with
the highest activity detection confidence, 2) watch less
on highly predictable areas and prefer to focus more on
the areas which are likely to provide a higher amount
of new information, and 3) the combination of these
two policies for balanced approach. The attention policy
formulations can be found in Section III-C. Figure 2
shows an overview of the proposed STARE system.

A. Visual Feature Extraction and Action Detection

The lower layer of our system computes visual fea-
tures only for the selected window regions of an input
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TABLE I: Comparison with previous datasets
Dataset Resolution Example Categories (not exhaustive) Comments

BEHAVE 640x480 Walk together, meet, chase Multiple people but no structured activity.
UCR
Videoweb

640x480 Talk on phone, push button, wave hand, walk backwards Multiple long-sequence videos and multiple people, but no structured
activities.

CMU Kitchen 1024x768 Cooking: brownie, egg, pizza, salad, sandwich single person per sample.
CMU Mocap 352x240 1 person: martial arts, basketball, acrobatics

2 people: quarrel, pull-resist, conversation
Up to 2 people for unstructured short-term activities, and 1 person with
actions only (no structured activities).

MuHAVi 720x576 Crawl on knees, climb a ladder, pick up and throw an object Multiple views but single person per sample. Short-term activities only.
ViSOR 800x600 Drinking, leaving an object, sitting on a chair, running multiple people but no structured activity.
Weizmann 180x144 Jumping jack, gallop sideways, swing a bag, two-hand wave No structured activities, low resolution, single person.
CAVIAR 384x288 Set1: Walking (straight, return, B-line), browsing a shop

Set2: People entering and exiting a store
Low resolution, short-term activities only. Not enough samples due to a
large number of classes. (less than 10 samples per class)

CANDELA 352x288 Pick up object, sit and leave bag, sit and handover a bag,
three people gather and depart, park car and walk away

Low resolution, no concurrent activities.

UT-Tower 360x240 Digging, carrying, jumping, Walking Low resolution, short-term activities only.
UT-Interaction 720x480 Shake-hands, point, hug, push, kick, Punch No structured activities, single person.
KTH 160x120 Walking, jogging, boxing, hand clapping No structured activities, low resolution, single person.
TRECVID 720x576 Running, meeting, embracing, pointing, opposing flow No structured activities.
VIRAT 1920x1080 Person loading/unloading an object to vehicle, person open-

ing/closing a trunk, person getting into/out of a vehicle.
2 types of long-term structured activities (delivery/take away) exist in less
than 20 video samples. Only few scenarios have concurrent activities.

video using dense trajectory features [46], motion bound-
ary histogram [47], and histogram of optical flow and
oriented gradients [48]. A supervised visual codebook
(check also [49]) is learned from these visual features
using an extremely clustered random forest [50]. The
middle layer of the system computes a histogram of
codewords obtained from sliding windows over time
and classify actions with random forest [51]. For other
approaches applicable at this stage see [49], [52]. At
this step, we obtain a sequence of actions with their
likelihoods.

B. Probabilistic Parsing of Activities

The higher layer of the system performs activity
detection and predictive action generation by making
use of the likelihoods computed by the action classifiers
in the middle layer. The input is the distribution of
action likelihoods, which is passed to the SCFG parser
in a similar fashion as in [19]. We compute the next
predicted action likelihoods after parsing each input
symbol. This generated action prediction information is
used in Section III-C. It is worth noting that we use
a robust version of SCFG presented presented in [19]
which takes into account the likelihoods of each input
symbol, i.e. action likelihoods, in addition to the standard
rule probabilities.

In this paper, we use the same notations of the SCFG
framework used in [19] for consistency. An activity
is represented as an SCFG composed of 4 conven-
tional components, i.e. G = {R, T,N, S}: Production
rules (R), Terminal symbols (T ), Non-terminal sym-
bols (N ) and the Start symbol (S), a special non-terminal
symbol. The production rules R are similar to the
ones used in standard context-free grammars except that
every rule is specified with a rule probability. Similarly,
terminal symbols T are specified with probability values
corresponding to action symbols in our case. The non-
terminals N correspond to the abstraction of symbols.

A production rule states how a non-terminal symbol
X should generate a set of symbols, which takes the
form X → λ, where λ ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ and P (X → λ)
states the probability of X generating λ. The order of
the symbols in the right-hand side of the production rule
enforces the actions to be occurred in the same order. The
input is a time series of n-dimensional vectors where the
n-th element of a vector contains the likelihood of the
n-th action class produced by the corresponding action
detector (sec. III-A).

A state of the parser is expressed as:

i : X → λ.Y µ (1)

where X → λY µ is a production rule defined in
the grammar. ‘.’ marker is the parser’s current reading
position in the rule and i is the position in the input
stream, i.e. i-th observation. X and Y denote non-
terminal symbols while λ denotes the parsed symbols
in the context of X and µ denotes the expected terminal
symbols as the next input.

For each input, the parser iteratively executes the three
steps scanning step, completion step and prediction step
to build the parse tree. 1) Scanning step reads a symbol
from the input stream and matches it with the initial set
of rules, generating a new set of states by increasing i
index in the state definition (Eq. 1). 2) completion step
updates the marker positions in all pending derivations.
3) prediction step hypothesizes the possible continuation
of the input symbols. Please refer to [19], [53] for more
detailed explanation of each step as it is outside of the
scope of this paper. Here, we explain the prediction step
since it provides the information we use to predictively
control attention. In the prediction step, the parser com-
putes the next expected input symbols to the system:{

i : Xk → λ.Y µ[α, γ]

Y → µ
⇒ i : Yi → .ν[α′, γ′] (2)
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α′ =
∑
∀λ,µ

α(i : Xk → λ.Y µ)P (Y → ν),

γ′ = P (Y → ν)

where⇒ denotes a transition between parser states when
the grammar rule Y → µ is applied. α is a forward
probability that represents the probability of the parsed
terminal symbols until the i-th index of the input stream,
whereas γ is the inner probability, which represents the
probability of a substring that starts at input index k and
ends at i. ν denotes the possible continuation of input
symbols at the current parsing step, i.e. the expected
observation in the next time step.

Let j be a state of the parser, νj0 be the first possible
continuation symbol of νj in Eq. 2 and αi′(j) a forward
probability of the hypothesis at the i-th index. Let
ot be an observation at time t. We can compute the
most probable likelihood vector ot+1 given the past
observations o1,...,t and the grammar structure. For each
symbol s ∈ T the corresponding likelihood ot+1(s)
can be computed by searching for the state j with the
highest forward probability in J among those where s
corresponds to νj0 :

ot+1(s) = P (s|o1,...,t) =
1

η
argmax

j∈J
(α′t(j))|νj

0=s
. (3)

Here, η is the normalization factor so that∑
s∈T P (s|o1,...,t) = 1. This is an approximation

since the parse trees with very low likelihood are
pruned instead of being expanded exhaustively to
increase the parsing speed, as also done in [19], [54],
[55]. ot+1 will be used to characterize the expected
observation distribution for a given grammar.

C. Information-theoretic Attention Relocation

Computation of Information Scores: Let Aw be our
stochastic variable that describes the activity taking place
in a candidate area (window) w. Aw can be one of L
activities, A1, A2, . . . , AL. Each kind of activity Al ∈ L
corresponds to a different grammar. An observation owt
is the likelihood distribution of actions after making an
observation, provided by the middle layer (Sec. III-A),
at time t. For simplicity, w will be omitted when there is
no ambiguity and we will denote observations up to time
t, o1,...,t, as simply ot. Let ôt+1 be a random variable
that denotes the predicted future observation in the next
time step and H(A|ot) the entropy of current activity
given past observations, i.e.

H(A|ot) = −
∑
A∈A

P (A|ot)logP (A|ot) (4)

where P (A|ot) term can be obtained from the SCFG
parser of grammar A after finishing the completion step
by choosing the maximum forward probability computed

so far. Then the mutual information between the current
activity and the expected observation at time t+1 given
the past observations is:

I(A; ôt+1|ot) = H(A|ot)−H(A|ôt+1,ot). (5)

which tells us how much the uncertainty of activities will
change if we make an observation in the next time step.

In equation 3, we assumed we have only a single
grammar. Since we have multiple grammars, one parser
running for each grammar, we re-write the equation 3
as:

ôAt+1(s) = P (s|ot, A) =
1

η
argmax

j∈J
(α′t(j))|A=A

νj
0=s

. (6)

The computation of H(A|ôt+1,ot) requires
P (A|ôt+1,ot), which can be obtained by exploiting
the internal parser states according to Eq. 6. For each
activity grammar A, we obtain different predicted
observations ôAt+1, i.e. a vector of symbol likelihoods.
For each of these predicted observations, we advance
each parser corresponding to a different grammar by
feeding back ôAt+1 to obtain P (A = A|ôAt+1,ot). After
computing P (A = A|ôAt+1,ot), we roll back the parser’s
state to the previous state before feeding ôAt+1 to get
ready for the next input.

At time t an observation is made only on the attended
object wt. Aw will be updated by advancing the parser
with the observation received at every time step. Let’s
denote an attended object at time t and t+1 as w̃t and
w̃t+1 respectively. For all other objects that are not going
to be attended (w 6= w̃t+1), observations are given as
a uniform distribution over the features since there is
no new information. This “dummy” observation can be
understood as a “missing” data from the parser’s point
of view. Let WN = {w1, w2...} be a set of objects that
were not attended and WA be a set of attended objects
(W = WA

⋃
WN ). An object w that was not observed

maintain the same activity distribution of the previous
time step:

H(Aw|ôwt+1,o
w
t ) = H(Aw|owt ) ∀w ∈WN . (7)

We now discuss three policies for selecting which object
w to attend in the next time step.

1) Minimum Entropy Attention(MEA) Policy: A
straightforward object selection policy could be to al-
ways select the object with the minimum expected
entropy at time t+ 1:

w̃MEA
t+1 = arg min

w∈W
H(Aw|ôwt+1,o

w
t , w̃t+1 = w). (8)

This approach drives the system to always relocate
attention by following an object that is most likely to
have a known activity. Once the current object activity
turns out to be reliable, the system will keep focusing on
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the current object. However, in scenarios where there are
more than one object performing an activity, the system
will fail to detect multiple activities.

2) Maximum Mutual Information Attention(MMIA)
Policy: Instead of following an object with the minimum
entropy, we try to minimize the overall expected entropy
across all existing object in the scene. Thus, for each
candidate attended object w ∈W at time t, we define a
attention score Sw as a form of summation of entropies:

Sw =
∑
v∈W

H(Av|ôvt+1,o
v
t , w̃t = w)

= H(Aw|ôwt+1,o
w
t , w̃t+1 = w) +

∑
v∈WN

H(Av|ovt ).

The optimal attention relocation policy after making an
observation at time t is thus:

w̃MMIA
t+1 = arg min

w∈W
Sw.

Consider now two different object selection cases for
the next time step. One is selecting wj and the other is
selecting wk, with j 6= k. Using Eq. 7 and Eq. 5, the
attention score difference between the two selections can
be derived as follows:

Swj − Swk =

=
(
H(Awj |ôwj

t+1,o
wj

t , w̃t+1 = wj) +H(Awk |owk
t )
)

−
(
H(Awj |owj

t ) +H(Awk |ôwk
t+1,o

wk
t , w̃t+1 = wk)

)
= I(Awk ; ôwk

t+1|o
wk
t )− I(Awj ; ô

wj

t+1|o
wj

t ).

Thus, selecting an object w which makes the attention
score minimum is equivalent to selecting w of the
maximum mutual information between Aw and ôwt+1:

w̃MMIA
t+1 = arg min

w∈W
Sw = argmax

w
I(Aw; ôwt+1|owt ).

3) Normalized Mutual Information Attention(NMIA)
Policy: The previous two policies have distinctive con-
trasting behaviors. The MEA policy has a strong ten-
dency towards an object with the lowest uncertainty,
which can lead to higher accuracy but poor at detecting
multiple activities occurring in parallel. The MMIA
policy prefers objects that are less predictable. This is
good for multiple activity detection while minimizing the
accuracy loss. However, it may prefer an object that does
not perform any activity, i.e. distractors, compared to
other objects. Hence, we propose the third policy which
aims to balance between the previous two. We adopt the
normalized mutual information suggested in [56], [57],
which has the effect of reducing the tendency of getting
stuck in the lowest uncertainty window as well as the
effect of the distractors.

w̃NMIA
t+1 = argmax

w

(
I(Aw; ôwt+1|owt )

max(H(Aw|owt ), H(ôwt+1|owt ))

)
.

IV. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

In our evaluation, we focus on how the proposed
STARE system performs on multiple activity tracks.
The goal of the system is to detect as many activities
as possible in various conditions. We assume that we
use electronic Pan-Tilt-Zoom (ePTZ) cameras, where
human object detection is already performed, as we are
interested in the selection of human object using our
activity-level attention system. For comparison, we con-
duct our experiments using classical scheduling policies
such as random and round-robin, a bottom-up saliency
model proposed by Itti et al. [38], and active attentional
framework proposed by Chang et al. [42]. For [38], we
obtain a saliency map using their method and add up
the saliency values within each human bounding box,
and select the human object with the maximum value.
For [42], we apply the action likelihood value to be used
as the detection mask score in their method. We adapt
their sampling policy only, without their low-level and
mid-level processing steps, to compare the performance
of different attention policies.

A. Implementation Details

1) Visual codebook: We use the low-level visual
feature extraction methods reported in [46] to compute
the dense trajectories of points over a fixed tempo-
ral length (15 frames) and the motion boundary his-
tograms [47] and histograms of optical flow and oriented
gradients [48] around the tracked points (32 neighbor-
hood pixels, 2 spatial cells, 3 temporal cells). From the
extracted descriptors in the training set, we compute a
supervised 5000-dimensional visual codebook using an
extremely clustered random forest [50] (5 trees, 1000
leaf nodes per tree) from 5000 samples per class.

2) Action recognition: The histograms are computed
using the codebook over a fixed temporal window size
(60 frames) for training classifiers. We train a random
forest classifier implemented in [51] (50 trees, 50 max-
imum depth) over the training histograms. The output
of the classifier is a likelihood distribution of actions,
which is fed into our high-level activity detector.

3) SCFG parsing and action prediction: We use the
SCFG parsing and action prediction method explained
in Section III-B to compute the expected change in
action and activity likelihoods. To speed up the SCFG
parsing process, we prune parse trees having very low
likelihoods. The structure of the activities are given in
grammars which directly reflects the defined activity
specifications, and the rule parameters for each grammar
are computed from the relative occurrences of action
symbol in each activity from the training set.

Probabilistic grammars have often been effectively
used by manually defining simple grammars using prior
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Fig. 3: VIRAT dataset. ROC curves obtained under different
attention policies and respective area values. Policies MMIA
and NMIA exhibit the same performance in this graph. Best
viewed in color.

task knowledge without excessive parameter tuning [19],
[21]. We followed a similar approach in this work
and defined the grammars in a straightforward manner
to measure the robustness of the system with noisy
input. Note, however, that activity grammars can be also
learned from data [23], [58]–[60] when enough data are
available. We have previously shown that SCFG can be
constructed from data with limited hand labeling [20],
[26].

B. VIRAT Dataset

We test the STARE framework using a high-resolution
VIRAT dataset[61]. We use the videos from “VI-
RAT S 000001.mp4” to ”VIRAT S 000102.mp4” since
they contain long-term temporally structured activities of
two interesting scenarios: Collection and Delivery. There
are 16 activities, 76 actions (excluding wandering), and
152 human objects in total. It comes with annotation
which includes: Load/Unload an object (2 actions),
Open/Close a car trunk (2 actions), Get in/out of a car
(2 actions). In addition to these actions, we denote all
standing/wandering movements between any two actions
as “wander” action. Since the annotation is provided only
at the action level, we define the temporal range activities
that contain the sequence of these actions. At the end of
every activity, Viterbi parsing is performed to compute
the activity likelihoods, normalized by the number of
observations. We show ROC curves in Fig. 3.

The Delivery activity is defined as: Get out of a car,
Open a trunk, Unload an object, Close the trunk and Get

in to the car, whereas Collection activity is the same
as Delivery except it has load instead of unload. The
temporal lengths of these activities allow enough time
for our attention system to show effect on our visual
system over long time period. It is important to note
that in this dataset, an activity may not be carried out by
a single person, e.g. one person unloading while another
closing the trunk, with abundance of occlusions, which
makes the dataset quite challenging.

C. Crêpe Dataset

The set-up we choose in this new dataset1 is similar
to that of a restaurant kitchen scenario, where sev-
eral chefs and waiters/waitresses are preparing dishes
for customers. The chefs are target objects and wait-
ers/waitresses are distractors. The chefs only cook, while
waiters and waitresses enter and exit the scene at any
time while taking away food, cleaning or resting. The
dataset presents several structured activities that are com-
posed of different short-term actions, which are shared
among different activities.

The Table II shows the 6 different cooking recipes (ac-
tivities) used in this dataset. 9 action classes are shown
in bold font. In addition to training from these action
classes, we train “undefined” action class using his-
togram features from the frames out of the ground-truth
action boundaries. The dataset has 53 different long-term
activities in total, where the first 28 activities are used for
training. Each activity typically lasts between 3000-6000
frames and some activities may temporally overlap with
each other. We define a “scene” as a various combination
of these activities. We control the types of scenarios by
selectively adding and removing the human objects. This
allows us to have 93 different scenes for testing. Please
refer to Fig. 4 for an example scenario of the dataset.

Figure 6 shows an example grammar we used for
the activity Lemon sugar. (Refer to Table II for a full
list of activity classes). The non-terminal symbols are
defined in the same manner except for the noise symbol,
which is added for robustness as similarly defined in
[19], [54]. The noise symbol can expand to any terminal
symbol, corresponding to the uniform probability on
all symbols. It allows a parser to accept any symbol
that are inconsistent with the defined activity structure.
For other non-terminals except S and N , the first row
represents the probability of self-recursion. The second
row is the symbol observation probability and the third
row represents noise probability.

We test with two different scenarios in this exper-
iment. The first scenario contains 50 different scenes

1The Crêpe dataset can be obtained on request by contacting the
first author.
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TABLE II: Temporally structured cooking action descriptions of the proposed Crêpe dataset. Even though many actions are
shared, there are characteristic actions and their orders that can distinguish each recipe from others.

Activity Class Action-based Description
Lemon sugar Stir/Pour/Spread mixture - Flip - Pour lemon juice - Sprinkle sugar - Fold
Banana chocolate Stir/Pour/Spread mixture - Cut banana - Flip - Transfer banana - Grate chocolate - Fold
Cheese ham Stir/Pour/Spread mixture - Cut ham - Grate cheese into bowl - Flip - Transfer cheese & ham - Fold

Cheese ham parsley Stir/Pour/Spread mixture - Cut ham - Grate cheese into bowl - Cut parsley - Flip - Transfer cheese&ham -
Sprinkle parsley - Fold

Goat cheese spinach Stir/Pour/Spread mixture - Cut goat cheese - Flip - Transfer cheese and spinach - Fold
Goat cheese spinach
nutmeg Stir/Pour/Spread mixture - Cut goat cheese - Flip - Transfer cheese&spinach - Sprinkle nutmeg - Fold

Actor #1 

Actor #2 

Actor #3 

Waiter #1 
Waiter #2 
Waiter #3 

stir 

pour 

spread 

cut 

flip 

transfer 

sprinkle 

undefined 

fold 

Banana Chocolate 

grate 

Goat Cheese Nutmeg 

Cheese Ham 

Fig. 4: An example scenario of the Crêpe dataset, where three chefs cook banana chocolate crêpe, goat cheese nutmeg crêpe
and cheese ham crêpe, respectively. Three waiters are also in the background, who clean the table and bring plates to the chefs.
The x-axis represents time.

.760 .002 .041 .008 .146 .021 .022

.168 .752 .036 .044

.373 .545 .009 .043 .030

.378 .003 .539 .077 .003

.103 .005 .001 .663 .228

.580 .002 .267 .140 .011

.032 .001 .023 .944

.366 .425 .095 .007 .014 .019 .035 .039

undefi

stir

pour

spread

cut

transf

grate

sprink

undefi
stir pour

spread
cut

transf
grate

sprink

With Undefined Class

(a)

.818 .044 .012 .058 .068

.648 .035 .045 .273

.012 .878 .070 .036 .004

.006 .002 .012 .706 .006 .268

.024 .292 .636 .048

.004 .024 .010 .962

.404 .147 .012 .044 .271 .065 .056

stir

pour

spread

cut

transf

grate

sprink

stir pour
spread

cut
transf

grate
sprink

Without Undefined Class

(b)
Fig. 5: Confusion matrices of recognized actions using the classification method described in Section IV-A. (a) Including an
undefined action, which is trained from randomly selected samples that do not belong to any of the defined classes. In our
experiment, we include this undefined class. (b) The result with the actions defined in Table II only, for reference purpose.
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S → N I P D N F P R N [1.0]

N → c [ 0.125 ]
| p [ 0.125 ]
| i [ 0.125 ]
| d [ 0.125 ]
| t [ 0.125 ]
| r [ 0.125 ]
| f [ 0.125 ]
| g [ 0.125 ]

I → I I [ 0.75 ]
| i [ 0.15 ]
| N [ 0.10 ]

P → P P [ 0.75 ]
| p [ 0.15 ]
| N [ 0.10 ]

(Other action non-terminals D, F, ... are defined similarly.)

Fig. 6: An example grammar for the activity Lemon sugar of
Crêpe Dataset, which corresponds to the activity description
defined in Table II.

where at least two distractors and any number of chefs
are included. The second scenario contains 34 scenes
where at least two chefs and any number of distractors
are included.

Figure 5 shows the action classification accuracies,
implemented using the method described in Section
IV-A. Figure 5(a) shows the case where an undefined
action, trained from randomly selected samples that do
not belong to any of the defined classes, is included.
We include this undefined class throughout our experi-
ment. For reference purposes, we also include the result
obtained using only the actions defined in Table II.

The Figure 7a shows the scenario containing at least
two chefs with any number of distractors. This is the
case where multiple known activities need to be detected.
The NMIA policy shows better performance than full
sampling due to noise in action classification. On the
other hand, the Figure 7b shows a scenario containing
at least two distractors with any number of chefs. This
scenario contains actions that are not relevant to any spe-
cific activity, where attending at the correct information
source (chefs) is critical.

It is important to note that in all of our policies
except “Full sampling”, we only attend one window at a
time, which greatly reduces the amount of time required
for low- and mid-level processes. As a trade off, it is
expected that any system utilizing an attention policy
will have a lower detection performance if there are
many chefs (real activities). However, Figure 7a shows
that this is not always the case as the NMIA system
performs better than Full attention system based on Area
Under Curve (AUC) scores (Full AUC=0.577 versus
NMIA AUC=0.697).

It has been previously shown that a selective sampling
does not necessarily deteriorate recognition/detection
performance, e.g. [13], [42]. Sometimes it even improve
the performance by filtering out noise [13], especially

TABLE III: AUC scores with additional noise conditions for
a scenario having at least two chefs.
XXXXXXXXPolicy

Noise 0% 5% 10% 15% 20%

Full 0.577 0.577 0.558 0.534 0.511
MEA 0.598 0.598 0.589 0.577 0.516

MMIA 0.589 0.589 0.589 0.554 0.516
NMIA 0.697 0.697 0.682 0.612 0.525

TABLE IV: AUC scores with additional noise conditions for
a scenario having at least two distractors.
XXXXXXXXPolicy

Noise 0% 5% 10% 15% 20%

Full 0.773 0.764 0.764 0.751 0.697
MEA 0.634 0.625 0.625 0.610 0.577

MMIA 0.677 0.672 0.672 0.663 0.623
NMIA 0.682 0.667 0.667 0.658 0.623

if the sampling strategy is well designed enough not to
miss the valuable information of the problem. In [42],
Figure 7, the selective sampling does not miss critical
points, resulting in a lower error rate compared to the
uniform sampling. Furthermore, in [13], Tables 1 and
2, the authors show that the recognition performance of
selective sampling can be even higher than full sampling
while maintaining shorter computational time especially
when the action sequence is long and noisy.

A sample scenario is shown in Figure 8. The blue and
red boxes show the currently attended window based on
MMIA and MEA policies, respectively, among candidate
windows. We show only MEA and MMIA policies to
clearly demonstrate the comparison between these two
contrasting policies. As explained in Section III-C, the
MEA policy prefers a window with the lowest estimated
score where MMIA policy prefers a window with the
highest estimated score. In frame 5088, the chef in the
middle (ID #0) is finishing a previous task by folding
the crêpe thus having a higher MEA and lower MMIA
scores, while the chef on the left (ID #1) is initiating a
new task by pouring the mix, resulting in the opposite
scores. In subsequent frames, ID #7 and ID #8 are
waiter and waitress, respectively, who simply help chef
by cleaning the table and bringing out the dishes. While
MEA policy keeps focusing on ID #1 from frame 6614,
it can be observed that the MMIA policy actively jumps
among 3 windows.

Finally, we test the robustness of our proposed atten-
tion policies by adding a noise perturbation to the symbol
observation likelihoods. We run the experiments again
with added noise from 5% to 20% with a step size of
5% to track the changes of AUC score. As can be seen in
Tables III and IV, the AUC scores do not change much
until 10% noise perturbation and starts exhibiting some
change at 15% mark. The cause of the small amount
of changes would be due to the structural constraints
defined in the grammars. However, it can be observed
that there is a drastic change from the 20% mark.
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(b)
Fig. 7: (a) A scenario containing at least two chefs, which is the case where multiple known activities need to be detected.
The attention systems generally show better performances than the Full sampling system. (b) A scenario containing at least two
distractors, where the distractors perform actions that are irrelevant to cooking. The detection performance is better in overall
as there is usually a clear difference in activity likelihoods of distractors than that of chefs. Best viewed in color.

Fig. 8: A sample scenario. The blue and red box respectively shows the currently attended window based on MMIA and MEA
policies among candidate windows. MEA policy chooses a window with the lowest score (lowest uncertainty) whereas MMIA
policy chooses a window with tee highest score (highest information gain). In frame 5088, the chef in the middle (ID #0) is
finishing a previous task by folding the crêpe thus having a higher MEA and lower MMIA scores, while the chef on the left
(ID #1) is initiating a new task by pouring the mix, resulting in the opposite scores. In subsequent frames, ID #7 and ID #8 are
distractors who simply helps chef by cleaning the table and bring out the dish. While MEA policy keeps focusing on #1 from
frame 6614, MMIA policy actively jumps among 3 windows. Best viewed in color.
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D. Computational Cost

We used an intel i7-2GHz, 12GB RAM, Ubuntu
12.10 laptop. The main code which implements various
attention policies was programmed in Python, while
the SCFG parser was programmed in C++ compiled
with GNU C++. To interface between the main code
and the parser, we implemented a Python wrapper to
directly access all the parser functionalities. The low-
level feature extraction library [46] and the extremely
clustered random forest [50] for generating codebook
were both implemented in C++. The random forest [51]
we used for detecting actions were implemented in C++
with Python bindings.

The majority of the time consumed while processing
videos was in the low-level visual feature extraction
part. The average processing time taken to compute a
descriptor of a visual feature point was 20ms. On aver-
age, 75 descriptors were computed from each boundary
window of a person per frame, resulting in 1.54 seconds
on average per frame. The histogram computation and
action classification using random forest was negligible.

A computational time overhead is shown in Figure
9. The different areas show the time spent for each
process layer. Tprediction is the overhead caused by using
our predictive parsing method, Tparsing is the parsing
time required to compute the likelihood of an activity
and Tfeature is the average time required to extract
visual features per frame. Although the complexity of
the SCFG parsing also increases over time due to the
increased number of parsing hypotheses, we found that
the amount of time required for parsing is reasonable
because the parsing is performed every 2 seconds (60
frames) and the overall parsing and action prediction
time was less than 1 second even after passing the 6000th
frame on a consumer-grade computer.

It is worth mentioning that except for the Full attention
method, all other attention methods attend only a single
window at a time, resulting in nearly identical processing
time of Tprediction, Tparsing and Tfeature regardless of
which sampling strategy used. If we assume that there
are N candidate windows on average in a given scene
and the Full attention policy requires Tfeature for feature
computation, then all other attention methods have the
feature computation time of only Tfeature/N .

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

We presented the Spatio-Temporal Attention Reloca-
tion (STARE) system, which is capable to dynamically
allocate an attention to efficiently detect activities under
resource-bounded condition. To realize our purpose, we
presented an activity detection method based on SCFG
capable of generating predictions of possible actions
while recognizing input streams by considering the
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Fig. 9: Computational time overhead analysis. The different
areas show the amount of time spent for each process layer.
Tprediction is the overhead caused by using our predictive
parsing method, Tparsing is the parsing time required to
compute the likelihood of an activity and Tfeature is the
average time required to extract spatio-temporal features per
frame. The sampling interval between observations is 60.

structural information of activities. We also proposed
three attention policies calculated from the amount of
information contained in an action. Each of the policies
showed a characteristic performance for different scene
situations. For evaluation, we presented a new structured
activity dataset of concurrent multiple human objects
of high resolution video. Through the whole evaluation
the STARE achieved the comparable activity detection
performance while consuming a relatively much lower
computational load.

As shown in Section IV-D, the additional computa-
tional complexity required for computing an attention
policy is reasonable. Although the system has been only
tested in offline due to the high complexity in low-level
processing, it would not be impossible to run in near-real
time by adopting parallel processing paradigm in both
visual feature extraction and SCFG parsing. As another
extension, we plan to study a unified framework of the
three attentional policies which can dynamically change
the best policy depending on the scenario progression.
Also, instead of attending only a single window at a time,
the number of windows the system can attend at a time
can be changed depending on the amount of resources
available. Furthermore, a bottom-up attention approach
can be combined together to improve the detection
performance by incorporating low-level saliency features
and spatial predictions.
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